Eric Wolf’s landscape paintings are made with ink on paper and reference nature—water, sky,
trees. In their sharp light and dark shapes they resemble woodcut, linoleum prints or even
highly contrasted black and white photographs, but the more you look at them, the immediacy
of the painted ink comes through—from the artist’s direct observation of nature, through his
mind, to his hand—in a magical transformation ink flowing on paper fibers becomes river and
white floating shapes become clouds.
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Your art education includes both painting and photography. Looking at your ink drawings, I
can see how both disciplines inform your work. What are your thoughts on that?
Black and White photography was my primary medium from 1975, when I first learned to print in the
darkroom of a friend, until my last year of RISD, as a photo major in 1982. In Rome during my last
year of school, I developed an increasing interest in painting. There was so much old work to see that
was new to me, and all of it came across as powerful, earth shaking. I had first developed an interest
in abstraction, as a kid, and the immersion in Rome’s art treasures and experiences opened up new
imaginings for me. It took years of life in New York before things sorted themselves out, creatively.
Eventually, works in charcoal replaced the tonal richness of black and white paper photographs I
loved to make. I can now see how the aesthetic connections make sense, in retrospect, and the early
and continuing preoccupation with formal issues guided aspects of both projects similarly. But at the
time I could not make sense of the progression.
It seems like you have chosen to work with the same medium from early on: ink on paper, the
most basic tools. Why ink and paper?
I was excited about the idea of trying to make an interesting artwork with the most limited and
efficient possible means, during my time in grad school. While at first my work continued in charcoal,
my teacher, the artist Jay Milder suggested that I switch to ink, so I did. I decided to use one brush,
black ink, and a sheet of watercolor paper, as the basis for making paintings. They were all abstract
at first. While at Skowhegan in 1989, I began to work from observation out in nature. The goal was
to extract representation out of this entirely unforgiving medium, without the use of color or tone, and
bring a painting to life. It was satisfying to set out on a project that seemed so challenging.
I was fascinated by Matisse’s ability to give form its full impact with line. I love how Van Gogh pen and
ink drawings used discreet simple marks to describe everything complex and organic. I was intrigued
with the evolution of Mondrian’s landscape paintings of trees, and how they became his revolutionary
abstract neo-plasticism, what we think of as Mondrian.
Ink, and black and white per se, are the essence of representation, from writing to printing, and the
medium of the ancient Chinese painters and scholars. Also, I grew up with a black and white TV, only.
While representation has certainly now changed, I remain stubbornly devoted to this austere
approach, as it has not been fully explored. I like the idea of working in a specific area of the
discipline of painting, that is both rich and austere, hoping to join its estimable dialogue.

When I look at your work, I keep thinking: “painting” (though traditionally they would be
probably considered “drawing”), and often they also remind me of woodcuts or linoleumcuts
because of the bold edges and graphic sensibility. Do you see them as “drawings” and is this
distinction is at all important in your view?
Because of the use of ink and a brush, I consider these paper works to be paintings. Over the years,
I’ve made oil on canvas paintings in black and white, as well, and these are very different on the
surface, but made on site, painted from life, just the same way. In the spirit of our age, I am ok with
people calling works on paper “drawings” or “paintings” as they prefer.
The choice to carry on with paper was as much about efficiency as it was devotion to paper. The
reference to woodcuts and linoleum prints stems from my negative space approach to representation,
which itself is an abstracting method of seeing. The discreet brush markings of my earlier more digit-y
works do look very much like the carved-out markings of a wood chiseled inked print.
In some of your work you use the minimal bold shapes, or lines and in others you add subtle
values. It is as if you are playing — how minimal can I get? What makes you go one way or
another?
There is a deliberate effort, as you suggest, to play “how minimal can I get?” You are right to ask what
makes me go one way or another. As I stand lakeside at my painting table, in the wilderness
preserve, all the subjects are there at once, from complex spreads of stones, to a vast plain of
undulating water, mountains near and far across the lake, a giant sky with an ever-evolving display
of clouds, sky and light. The subject and the weather conditions together will suggest which way the
work is heading, from day to day.
When there is a solid fog on the lake, complex choices are swiftly narrowed to one choice: the fog
itself, over the water. The similarity between the fog and the thinned out ink I’m using to portray it is
intriguing. I love the way the medium and the subject have so much in common.

Since my summer at Skowhegan, 1989, I have worked outdoors, observing and painting the
landscape, as in “plein-air painting.” This tradition carries a lot of baggage, as well as numerous
masterpieces of the centuries past and present. Nonetheless, at the time, I believed that I could “stay
modern” while tackling a genre subject from a new angle. I thought that I could bring my desire for
abstraction to interact with the subject “in a new way.”
Once I’d launched into the landscape painting project, connections about nature from my childhood
began to emerge. Here I will spare you the details about the youthful adventures in nature, but they
were abundant. It turned out that combining art making with being out in nature had a special
quality to it, that captured my attention, and took over my painting practice by 1990. Working with the
landscape as subject was as much a means to a desired experience, as it was to a desired painting
outcome. It took a few years before I realized that, but I remain happily engaged in the project now
decades later, somehow.
Looking closely at your work since early on I start seeing repetitive patterns that associate
for me with language: these curvy parallel lines are “waves”. These black and why shapes are
“boulders.” Do you have in mind developing visual building blocks, like letters you can
combine in endless possibilities?
My work uses a notational approach to representation, and with the continuous focus on landscape,
there has indeed been repetition over time, in the use of visual elements. I get so much pleasure
out of the process of refining and perfecting particular elements, like the hypnotic waves of water
that have absorbed my attention in many works, for example. While I think that I do rely on a set of
mark-making conventions I’ve established for myself, I hope that the work will continue to evolve.
I understand that you are also engaged with the Shaker Museum and design work. Tell me a
bit about these aspects in your practice and if / how they impact your artwork?
At the Shaker Museum, I’m a member of the exhibitions and collections committee, representing the

artists’ perspective, as the museum plans its’ future new Museum building in Chatham, NY. Currently,
I’ve curated an exhibition of contemporary Shaker Inspired artworks at the Joyce Goldstein Gallery in
Chatham, adjacent to the Museum site. The goal of my involvement is to bring artists into contact with
the extraordinary collection, and the amazing site, on Mount Lebanon, nearby. The Shaker Inspired
exhibition did just that, with artists creating works inspired by the Museum’s objects, and its North
Family 1787 site and buildings.
My design work has been part of my long-running personal creative project. It also tied in with my
work as a construction project manager and designer in NYC for many years. The largest, and most
notable among these efforts was a ten year long project, the headquarters of The Endeavor
Foundation, Inc, a family foundation in NYC. This effort included designing all spaces, lighting,
furniture, everything, and can be seen in part, in a March 2020 video interview on the artist website
Gorky’s Granddaughter. I’ve designed and built my own spaces as well, including my studio, which
can be seen in an interview for Two Coats of Paint.
You have had a lot of shows recently. What would you like to share about them?
It has been great to have several shows in Hudson and the area, recently, and a chance to share
some of the recent works I’ve done. An April 2022 solo show with Pamela Salisbury was the most
extensive show I have had since 2000. It was gratifying to see 25 works spread through the carriage
house space, covering a range of approaches from the last few years. Several works have gone to
great collections, and this is always exciting.
The March 2022 Show at Private Public was a group show of large scale abstract paintings, and my
own largest ink landscape paintings. With my creative origins in abstract painting, this was a
fascinating pairing, which made sense visually. I like to think of my work as “going either way.” It’s
both abstract and representational, and in this context that quality was fluid, and active.
A recent group show at the Berkshire Botanical Garden’s gallery curated by Sue Muskat and Phil
Knoll was a cornucopia of beautiful nature subject creations, and was warmly reviewed in the Times
Union of Albany. Sue and Phil are wonderful freelance curators and artists themselves. Their shows
are always dynamic, and full of the surprises that make our upstate art scene so refreshing and
inspiring.

Eric Wolf (b. 1960, American) is a painter and designer based in New York’s Hudson Valley. He is a
graduate of the Rhode Island School of Design, BFA 1982 in Photography, and the City College of
New York, CUNY, MFA in Painting, 1990, and attended the Skowhegan School of Painting and
Sculpture, 1989. Wolf has had residencies at Yaddo, The MacDowell Colony, Giverny, the Blue
Mountain Center and Art Omi. Solo exhibitions include Gregory Lind Gallery, Oresman Gallery at
Smith College, The Williston School, Jeff Bailey Gallery, Fredericks-Freiser Gallery, Jessica
Fredericks Gallery, Kristina Wasserman Gallery, and Pamela Salisbury Gallery. Currently his work is
featured in a group show at McKenzie Fine Art through August 13th, 2022.
Etty Yaniv works on her art, art writing and curatorial projects in Brooklyn. She founded Art Spiel as a
platform for highlighting the work of contemporary artists, including art reviews, studio visits,
interviews with artists, curators, and gallerists. For more details contact by Email: artspielblog@gmail.com
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Eric Wolf

Gregory Lind Gallery, San Francisco, California
Recommendation by DeWitt Cheng

Eric Wolf, Maine, 2017, ink on paper, 29 x 42"

Continuing through June 30, 2018
Since 1989, New Yorker Eric Wolf has been making one and two-week artistic journeys to
Phillips Memorial Wilderness Preserve in Maine, absorbing the place’s natural beauty by
“sleeping, eating, working, [and] daydreaming” there, as described by art writer Davd Masello.
Wolf speaks of the preserve (near Oquossoc, Maine) as inspiring “a creative burst of energy
that I work through until it ebbs.” Ten monochrome ink-on-paper landscapes from Wolf’s latest
“immersion” pilgrimage show that the artist (who had his plein-air epiphany years ago at Monet’s garden at Giverny) captures his experience of land, water, wind and clouds in compressed,
graphic form, without the attractions of color. Wolf executes each in one session before the
motif, recorded in bold, calligraphic black strokes, delicately modulated grays, and pictorially
active unpainted white spaces.
The artist is clearly referencing Asian landscape painting, but with an elemental dynamism
suggestive of American modernists like Rockwell Kent, Marsden Hartley and George Bellows
(another Maine devotee). With their abstracted flat shapes, one can also see in them the urban
and urbane presence of Roy Lichtenstein. Wolf’s wind-roiled waves and tattered or rolling
clouds convey a hint of Albert Pinkham’s Ryder’s and Edvard Munch’s similarly solitary, pantheistic visions (albeit, in those cases, of nocturnal Brooklyn and rural Norway). In Wolf’s Maine
marines, seen in “Oquossoc,” “Reflection,” “Storm Sky,” “Bald Mountain,” “Observatory Mountain” and “Mooselookmeguntic Lake,” we revisit nature, primordial and magnificent.
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–Alexi Worth

E r i c W o l f —Landscape paintings rendered in
heavy, looping somewhat schematic black brushstrokes against white grounds; at times the figurative elements—trees, rocks, clouds, streams—are
virtually lost in dense whorls of abstract patterning. Richter’s and Lichtenstein’s deconstructions of
the brushstroke, as well as Peter Nagy’s more recent
photocopy paintings, loom as obvious precursors.
Through April 21. (Fredericks, 504 W. 22nd St. Open
Wednesdays through Sunday, 11 to 6.)
– David Rimanelli
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ERIC WOLF
AT JESSICA FREDERICKS
There is an engaging quality to Eric Wolf’s recent
black-and-white works—seven midsize oil paintings and two ink drawings on paper. Wolf works in
a limited palette—black on a white ground. The relation of positive and negative spaces makes one
think of woodcut, as though the white in his paintings were those areas cut away from a block, and
the blacks were the remaining raised portions that
pick up the ink.
While Wolf takes recognizable subjects—trees,
clouds, Chinese scholars’ rocks—as his starting
point, it is often a work’s title that allows us to interpret the shapes. His canvases are filled with
flurries of undulating forms that alternate between
a represented subject and an abstract pattern. In
Pine, for instance, one can safely make out parts of
three tree trunks with protruding branches on the
right side of the canvas. Other marks proliferate
with such abandon that one is hard pressed to decipher them. In wolf’s work—as in traditional woodcut—subtleties of shading and form are absent.
Cornered Tree Tops makes clear the artist’s strategy in its title. The few trees huddle in a corner,
while the canvas is dominated by tightly curving
black forms. We can call them “clouds” or “sky”
but feel no immediate need to do so. This painting has a discernible momentum to the shapes. A
predominantly black swath moves from the lower
left corner to the midpoint of the right side of the
canvas, then continues up to the middle of the top
edge.
Two paintings of Chinese scholars’ rocks are at
once more defined and less readable than the landscapes. The titles help us recognize a white band
across the bottom as a table, black background
as space, and the undulating, pockmarked form
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Eric Wolf: Perforated Vertical Stone in the Form of a
Dancing Figure, 1997, oil on canvas, 48 by 35 inches;
at Jessica Fredericks.

as a rock. Wolf strips his subjects of their evocative subtlety, rendering them in Pop-like simplification, though his hard edges look hand-painted and
lack mechanical precision. If Wolf were to become
more precise in his mark-making, his works might
lose some of the raw energy they now possess.
— Vincent Katz
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ERIC WOLF
JESSICA FREDERICKS GALLERY
Applying the reductive rigor of black-and-white abstraction to
scenes from nature, mostly in upstate New York, Eric Wolf ’s openair landscape paintings look more like mazes or optical illusions in
some kind of puzzle or pages from a pristine coloring book than
anything from the Hudson River School. Moreover, the views offered
in the seven paintings in this show weren’t picturesque, majestic, or
sublime, but mysterious in a rather banal way. The roiling masses in
Cloud Painting and Cloud Painting II (all works 1997) are replete with
the kind of weird partial images—ears, shoulders, scrunched faces—that the imaginative skygazer finds looming in tufts of cumulus.
Molten Sky and Cornered Tree Tops feature similar atmospheric turbulence above views of woods in black outlined in white (or maybe
white outlined in black), while Pine is an allover, undulating riot of
forest forms.
Wolf may be distilling details into their abstract essential energies,
stripping nature down to black and white, but that’s not to say these
paintings aren’t full of complexities. Like the optical tricks they
evoke, they offer a heady mix of dualities. They could be whimsical
descendants of Pop; but Wolf employs a strict method that suggests
the gravity of painterly tradition. Each canvas, roughly four by three
feet or five by four feet, is stretched over plywood, coated with gesso,
and sanded smooth, and Wolf uses just a single brush to make each
Eric Wolf, Molten Sky, 1997,
work. So up close, the paintings reveal the brush’s sweep and show
oil on canvas, 60 x 48".
subtle variations in tone, depending on how much paint the bristles
carried. There’s no getting around a certain irony in an artist of the
’90’s working en plein air, yet Wolf ’s paintings undeniably partake of an animism akin to that of the landscapist Charles
Burchfield.
This exhibit also showed Wolf applying his method to another moribund genre, the still life, with two ink drawings of
pumpkins and gourds and two paintings of Chinese scholars’ rocks. Here too the choice of objects is strategic; the rock
paintings, Perforated Vertical Stone in the Form of a Dancing Figure and Large Rock with a Pronounced Overhang and Perforations, portray objects that are seen as microcosms of nature, and thus offer tantalizing links between the representation of
an object and the representation of nature tout suite; painting an object of contemplation versus painting as contemplation.
Though the black-on-white strokes of his canvases resemble the inking of prints, Wolf isn’t invoking the trope of bringing
the appearance of mechanical reproduction to the handmade, as pioneered by Roy Lichtenstein. That effect is a result of the
precision (but not perfection) of his process. Each stroke remains an individual entity while playing a larger role in creating
the whole image. And yet, like Lichtenstein in his giant brushstroke paintings, Wolf amplifies the artifice of painting by enlarging its fundamental unit. His idiosyncratic method allows him to carry on the tradition of painting from nature while
speaking to more contemporary beliefs about our ultimate remove from it.
— Julie Canigula
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